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What do you enjoy the most in summer? Summer breeze, summer beach... what about summer fruits? 

A group of UST students and staff have joined hands to plant the first Orchard on our campus in LG7
grassland. 14 fruit trees seedlings were transplanted, that will become healthy, diverse and fluorishing fruit
trees for the community to enjoy for years to come. If you like to roll up your sleeve to take care of the
Orchard from blossoming to harvesting, check out our news from the gardening club later. 

In this newsletter, we are also highlighting two students projects using our campus as a learning laboratory.
You will find out how psychology concepts can be applied in a campaign to promote different
pro-environmental behaviors on campus, and how a group of computer engineering and computer science
students upgrated our Green UST mobile app with new features and showcased to the industry. These
projects allowed them to apply their knowledge and contribtue to campus sustainability. 

And do not forget the new names of UST members (our recycling bins smiley faces), Woody, Sunny and
Aqua! Have a wonderful summer holiday! 
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Story of Interests

Planting HKUST’s First Orchard
What’s better than building an orchard to get fresh fruits and enjoying the fun of
gardening within the touch of nature? Read more

Can Psychology Promote Pro-environmental Behavior?
We’ve learned that over 90% of our students have knowledge of recycling but only
15% are regular recyclers. What prevents them from converting that knowledge to
action? Students in a pioneering psychology course wanted to find out. Read more

Let’s welcome Woody,
Sunny and Aqua to join
UST family

Thank you for all your support on naming the
recycling bins smiley faces. We received around
50 suggested names and were impressed by
the creativity and positive message to be
conveyed. Let's welcome Woody (Paper),
Sunny (Metal) and Aqua (Plastic) to join UST
family! Read more

Announcing UST in Your Eyes Photo
Competition Winners

During the final exams, we invited students to
capture their favorite spot or moment to share
what sustainability means to them on
Instagram @hkust_sustainability and
#hkustsustainability. Congratulations to Louis
Chauvin and Christine Yeung for sharing "The
horizon has never been so blue" and "Just
before sunrise there is a dark night" Read more



Email : green@ust.hk
Phone : 2358 8227
Website : Green.ust.hk

Finding Green at your Fingertips
When it comes to recycling, convenience is key to promoting positive behaviors.
Some innovative computer science students have an idea on how to use technology
to our advantage. Read more

Contact Us
Do you have any ideas and views on
building a sustainable HKUST community?
Please feel free to talk to us and share with
us.

Sustainability Unit
Health, Safety and Environment Office
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Clearwater Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong
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Planting HKUST’s First Orchard
 
What’s better than building an orchard to get fresh fruits and enjoying the fun of
 gardening within the touch of nature? 

 Before leaving for the summer holiday, a group of students, professors and staff
 joined hands to plant HKUST’s first orchard. Located on the LG7 grassland (next to
 the organic farm) the orchard started with the transplanting of 14 seedlings that
 will become healthy, diverse and flourishing fruit trees that the campus community
 can enjoy for years to come.

 This project started last September as an EVMT capstone project. The project was
 undertaken by EVMT students Joanna Cheng, Marvin Kwok and Jenny Yuh, who
 worked closely with their faculty advisor (Stanley Lau) and the Sustainability Unit
 to develop the project. Recognizing that they needed additional expertise, the
 group also reached out to the Kadoorie Farm & Botanic Garden (KFBG) and
 Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Department (AFCD) to identify the
 technical details of building an orchard. The group adopted the goals that the
 orchard should play an important role in community for providing fresh fruits,
 creating a resting and relaxing area, and create a social and learning space for
 garden lovers. In doing so, the students also learned more than they ever thought
 possible about horticulture and the importance of sustainable management.

 Starting with a stakeholder survey, they found that 80% of staff and students
 supported the idea of starting an orchard. Student responses confirmed that they
 believed that an orchard would let them get closer to nature and beautify the
 campus, and staff responses confirmed that an orchard would be seen as an area
 to relax and provide education opportunities.

 Next the group focused on the technical details of an orchard on the HKUST
 campus. Given the climate, the rainfall patterns, the soil conditions, there were
 clearly some fruits that were not feasible. After considering local preferences,
 other species were taken off the list. In the end, five species of fruit trees were
 selected that met all of the criteria: Papaya, Kumquat, Lemon, Guava and
 Pineapple. 

 Looking back, group member Joanna enjoyed the process as much as the
 outcome, as the experience helped her learn about permaculture concepts and
 people-oriented engagement. “I was impressed to find out horticulture and
 gardening can be a sophisticated profession. I hope that more areas on campus
 will be transformed into little gardens, with herbs and other plants, and designed
 with permaculture approach.” Joanna’s teammate, Jenny, noted that her time
 management skills and communications skills were polished through the project
 and she thinks that the orchard will create an excellent platform for the campus
 community to enjoy fruits and gain a sense of ownership to green our campus. 

 The third member of the project, Marvin, was encouraged by making the project
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 finally happen after undertaking such great efforts. He hopes that the orchard can
 raise the sense of people to act sustainably and that this orchard will be the
 beginning of many additional gardening projects on campus. 

 One of the lasting outcomes of the project is the creation of a new Gardening
 Club. Until it gets established, the Club will be under the direction of the
 Sustainability Unit. Over time, we hope the Club will become self-sufficient with
 lots of volunteers and garden enthusiasts nurturing the orchard and enjoying the
 harvests. A survey conducted at an Urban Gardening Workshop during
 Environment Week showed that 90% of the participants were interested in
 gardening. That is great news for the long-term success of the orchard. 

 If you love gardening and want to be part of the team, check out the group page
 on facebook “HKUST Gardening Club” and notice the recruitment announcement
 later. Join us to gain your hands-on experience, feel the freshness of soil and
 sweetness of fruits. A sustainable campus can only be created with your support!

 

HKUST Gardening Club
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Can Psychology Promote Pro-environmental Behavior?
 
Research indicates that there is no absolute linkage between knowledge and
 actions, and this observation remains true with sustainability. Our previous study
 found that over 90% of our students came to HKUST with previous knowledge of
 recycling but only 15% of students are regular recyclers. What are the barriers
 that prevent people from taking the step from knowledge to action? Can
 psychological interventions be applied to change people’s behavior? In last spring
 semester, the Sustainability Unit worked with Social Science faculty through a
 pioneer psychology course to find out more. 

 “Psychology of Environmental Sustainability” was a new undergraduate course
 designed by social science faculty Prof Kevin Tam and funded by the Center for
 Enhanced Learning and Teaching as an innovative teaching development project.
 Throughout the course, students from different schools worked in groups to select
 concepts in psychology of environmental sustainability, then designed and
 implemented campaigns to promote behavior in addressing on-campus
 environmental issues assigned by the HKUST Sustainability Unit.

 During April and May, six groups of students worked closely with staff from the
 LG1 canteen, library and ITSC to design their campaigns tackling issues. In LG1
 several groups focused on encouraging students to ask for the less rice option;
 other groups worked to reduce excessive printing in the computer barns; and a
 final group focused on recycling behaviors in the Refreshment Zone of the HKUST
 Library. After evaluation of the situations, and a thorough review of behavioral
 principles and insights, the groups designed interventions to test whether they
 could use these principles to alter behavior. Here are some of the highlights:

 * Different table reminders and posters were designed using concepts of social
 norms to motivate diners to order less rice. Some designs attempted to nudge
 customers by emphasizing the positive aspects of following social norms, and
 some designed tried to influence by urging customers to avoid socially disapproved
 behaviors. During the intervention period, students found that these measures
 increased the less rice orders by 15% in one week. Moreover, half of the
 respondents were aware of the promotion and 75% of the customers said the
 posters were positive in reminding them to finish their food. 

 * The project focusing on reducing the excessive printing looked at the root causes
 of wasted paper: forgetfulness, carelessness on print settings, and impatience.
 Three student groups were assigned to carry out their projects in computer barns
 A, B and C. They all took different approaches in designing their prompts to
 remind students to check settings before printing. One group designed notes with
 a sad tree image (to create a feeling of empathy) to stick on monitors.
 Unfortunately, this approach backfired when users expressed frustration for being
 unfairly blamed. The second group put up a board outside Barn B to share
 students’ commitments to reducing printing, added a print budget icon on the
 home screen wallpaper showing a negative $500 budget to symbolize wasted
 paper costs, and designed a reminder note for the monitor with a cute cartoon

 

Table reminders in LG1 canteen were
 designed to nudge customers by urging
 customers to avoid socially disapproved
 behaviors.
 

One student group added a print budget icon
 on the home screen wallpaper in Barn B
 showing a negative $500 budget to
 symbolize wasted paper costs.
 

Students designed happy tree graphic
 reminder inviting Barn C users to check
 setting first to reduce waste paper.
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 icon. They found that their efforts successfully reduced the waste paper amount
 by 59% during the week. The third group put their designed User Guide on each
 computer desk to teach students on Quick Print setting, and a happy tree graphic
 reminder inviting Barn C users to check setting first. This group found that the
 user guide was not effective, but the icons did catch people’s attention. All in all,
 each of the three groups found that their active efforts did contribute to the
 change – even if only briefly – in behaviors.

 * The set of recycling bins inside the refreshment zone of our library, near to trash
 bins and vending machines, are seldom used. Why? After careful observation of
 the habits of people coming into the area, the group found that the design of the
 bins themselves were to blame. Even though they were in a prominent location
 and well-marked, they appear more like cabinets under a workstation. The group
 tested the theory by adding visible prompts and pointers to the containers and
 found that when the bins were made more obvious, the recycling increased from
 30% to 75%. They also found that removing additional trash bins from the area,
 the rates went up even further. 

 What’s better than having our students contribute to campus sustainability by
 engaging their peers through the study? Instead of theoretical learning, this course
 was unique in turning our campus into a learning laboratory by providing valuable
 opportunities for UST students to apply their knowledge on real-campus issues,
 and by testing various psychological techniques and evaluating their effectiveness.
 We are also grateful to learn that just being part of this course made the students
 think more carefully about their own sustainable actions in their real life. Thank
 you to all of them! 

 

Social Psychology x Food Waste Reduction

Finding Green at Your Fingertips

The group tested the theory by adding
 visible prompts and pointers to the
 containers and found that when the bins
 were made more obvious, the recycling
 increased from 30% to 75%.
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Finding Green at your Fingertips
 
When it comes to recycling, convenience is key to promoting positive behaviors.
 One way to support recycling habits is to share information of the closest facilities.
 
 

 Over the past year a group of computer engineering and computer science final
 year project students have worked with the HKUST Sustainability Unit to add new
 features and enhance the interface of the existing Green UST mobile app. For the
 first time, the group participated in the Int’l ICT Expo 2015 organized by the Hong
 Kong Trade Development Council to showcase this Green UST app version 2.0 to
 the industry.

 The student group, including Lun Yiu Hung, Tang Tsz Chun, Zhu Xiao Yu and Liang
 Haochuan started this final year project in September under the guidance of
 Professor Jogesh K. Muppala and the Sustainability Unit. The students realized that
 the app, which was first developed last year by a similar group of students, was
 missing some functionality that would make it more effective and user-friendly.
 Relying on the students’ creativity and understanding of users’ needs, they
 developed a way to add in a google map with pins to show the locations of green
 facilities such as water fountains and recycling bins for metal, plastic, paper, glass,
 clothing, and rechargeable batteries. Pins of different categories are shown in
 different colors and layers where UST members can easily find the closest one at
 their fingertips. They also designed a new photo gallery with a stack of swipe
 cards to enhance the interactive experience for showcasing the beauty of our
 campus environment. 

 One of the members, Lun Yiu Hung, shared that the combined efforts working with
 the Sustainability Unit energized them to drive innovative thinking for the road
 ahead. Tang Tsz Chun found it interesting and meaningful to learn about project
 management skills and how to manage client expectations. They both hoped that
 the UST staff and students can be inspired through the app to raise their
 awareness and help build a more sustainable campus. 

 The app continues to include contents such as news, events, videos, sustainability
 tips, a feedback form and voting function. Additionally, by applying something
 called the Material Design on layout, the app is now more accessible, practical and
 usable with features like floating bubbles, a button ripple header bar shadow, and
 input text field animations. Students developed the web application with latest
 technology of Ionic framework and AngularJS which can output both iOS and
 Android applications with a single source code.

 Liang Hao Chuan found the project special and meaningful to learn about green
 issues and sustainability while developing skills in the latest technologies. At the
 end of project, Zhu Xiao Yu noted, “The Green HKUST mobile app appeared in the
 teaching material of my language course and I was proud of it when other
 classmates knew that I was developing this popular software. I truly hope that the

 

A group of computer engineering and
 computer science final year project students
 have worked with the HKUST Sustainability
 Unit to add new features and enhance the
 interface of the existing Green UST mobile
 app.
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 Green HKUST mobile app will become more powerful and gorgeous in the future. I
 will be happy to when the app continues to be upgraded to Ver. 3.0, 4.0 or even
 higher.”

 What are you waiting for? Download or update the app from Google Play and
 Apple store here now, or search “Green HKUST.”

 

Learning by Creating: New HKUST Sustainability App

Can Psychology Promote Pro-environmental Behavior?

Pins of different categories are shown in
 different colors and layers on google map
 where UST members can easily find the
 closest green facilities such as water
 fountains and recycling bins at their
 fingertips.
 

The app is now more accessible, practical
 and usable with features like floating
 bubbles.
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The students designed a new photo gallery
 with a stack of swipe cards to enhance the
 interactive experience for showcasing the
 beauty of our campus environment.
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Let’s welcome Woody, Sunny and Aqua to join UST family
 
Thank you for all your support on naming the recycling bins smiley
 faces. We received around 50 suggested names from our students
 and staff and were impressed by their creativity and positive
 message to be conveyed. 

 After judging and voting by the campus community, these are the winning
 names for UST smiley faces! Congratulations to the winners for naming our
 new campus members to promote recycling and sustainability. 

First Prize 
Woody (tree smiley face for paper recycling)
Sunny (sky smiley face for metal recycling)
Aqua (water smiley face for plastic recycling)

Feng Teng (student) - "Woody" has easy-to-pronounce syllables, and is
 related to trees and woods. "Sunny" is very easy to be remembered, and
 associate to good weather. "Aqua" means water with two syllables as well.
 Overall, all three names are easy to be pronounced and remembered by
 relating to their own image.

Runners up Prizes 

1. Woodie, Metalhead, Drinker 
Sharon Ng (staff) - Woodie is named as he is a wood-lover, just as we say
 foodie for food lovers. As wood or tree is the raw material for papers,
 Woodie wishes to see everyone recycle paper to protect his wood's friends.
 Metalhead loves to recycle metal. Metalhead is usually describing big fans of
 heavy metal music. I chose this name as she is a metal lover to ask people
 not to waste the metal case or aluminium cans, which can be recycled into
 useful metallic materials, including wires for heavy metal music. Drinker
 refers to people who love to drink a lot. As a bottle lover, Drinker collects
 them and carries a water smiley face.

2. Tweety, Sunny, Unity
Guo Wenshuo (student) - “Tweety” is a name of a cute bird in cartoon, and
 the forest is the heaven of birds. So I name it for tree smiley face. When we
 say the word "sunny", we will think of blue sky and white cloud. This is the
 name for sky smiley face. Drops of water can form the sea. Protecting the
 environment together as a “unity”, we can make a big difference! I name
 that for water smiley face. And last but not least, the three words begin with
 "UST”!

Merit Prizes 

 

 

Stickers were designed with smiley faces to
 cheer and encourage our students during
 exam period
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 1. Mr. Papey the Tree Chugger, Ms. Mettalia the Copper Chopper, Grandpa
 Plasticard of the Bubble Wrap Supernova – by DOMINGUE, Christopher Paul
 (staff)
 2. Woodstock, Brigid, Ariel – by Lee Yi Xuan Jeremy (student)
 3. Treetie, Cannie, Bottie – by Ng Sze Ting (student)
 4. Timberley, Smineraly, Apuriley – by Yuen Ka Yee Kristy (student)
 5. Smiling Tree, Winking Sky, Giggling Water – by Wu Yixuan (student)

 

Recycling Bins Smiley Faces Naming Competition
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